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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

Notices:

You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the public 
domain or where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation.

No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions 
necessary for your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, 
or moral rights may limit how you use the material.
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fdcpr@lelandfirerescue.com
christopher.watford@lelandfirerescue.com
mike.herbert@lelandfirerescue.com
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Dedication.
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http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire
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Focus on the prevalence of cardiomyopathy and cardiomegaly in those <35!

http://millhillavecommand.blogspot.com/2014/02/sudden-cardiac-death-among-
firefighters.html
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Results: In the 20 minutes after arousal, no changes were seen in overall QT/RR 
relationship in any

of the groups. However, marked T-wave morphology changes, including T-wave 
inversion, were

observed in all the arousal events. Postural changes only accounted for a small 
proportion of change

in T-wave morphology.
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Subendocardial Viability Ratio (SEVR) provides an estimate of the arterial system’s 
ability to perfuse myocardial tissue (i.e., supply oxygen to the heart muscle), in order 
to meet the heart’s energy requirements. If SEVR decreases from baseline levels, the 
heart will be faced with a reduced energy reserve, potentially resulting in lower 
tolerance for strenuous physical activities such as fighting a fire.

Rate pressure product is a measure of the stress put on the cardiac muscle based on 
the number of times it needs to beat per minute (HR) and the arterial blood pressure 
that it is pumping against (SBP). It will be a direct indication of the energy demand of 
the heart and thus a good measure of the energy consumption of the heart.
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Encourage folks to push for more research through advocacy groups.
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The increase in platelet number likely reflects a combination of hemoconcentration
(i.e., the 5-7% decrease in plasma volume) and a release of platelets from the spleen 
and lymph tissue secondary to sympathetic nerve stimulation.

Platelet aggregation was enhanced following fire fighting activity (as evidenced by a 
shorter time to occulsion) and remained elevated following 120 minutes of recovery. 
The decreased closure time that persisted even after 120 minutes of recovery 
suggests that there is an increased risk of thrombosis at least 2 ½ hours after 
completion of short bouts of fire fighting activity in relatively young, healthy 
firefighters.

HCT: Closure Time decreases with an increase in Hct

Platelet count: Closure Time decreases with an increase in platelet count
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Platelet number and function. Platelet number increased significantly immediately 
postfirefighting (P<0.001) and returned to baseline values 2 h postfirefighting. 

When the blood was exposed to collagen and EPI, platelet closure time decreased 
significantly immediately postfirefighting (P<0.05) and then returned toward baseline, 
although it remained significantly lower than baseline at 2 h postfirefighting (P<0.05). 

Platelet closure time when the blood was exposed to collagen and ADP decreased 
significantly after firefighting activity (P = 0.018) but was not different from baseline 2 
h postfirefighting.

Reported reference ranges for closure times are:
78 - 199 seconds for the CEPI cartridge
55 - 137 seconds for the CADP cartridge

a system for analysing platelet function in which citrated whole blood is aspirated at 
high shear rates through disposable cartridges containing an aperture within a 
membrane coated with either collagen and epinephrine (CEPI) or collagen and ADP 
(CADP). These agonists induce platelet adhesion, activation and aggregation leading 
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to rapid occlusion of the aperture and cessation of blood flow termed the closure 
time (CT).
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Several fibrinolytic factors reflected a transient increase in
fibrinolysis (Table 5). t-PA activity and antigen were elevated
immediately postfirefighting (P = 0.007 and P = 0.005, respectively),
but there were no significant differences between
prevalues and 2 h postvalues (P = 0.664 and P = 0.947, respectively).
There was also a significant effect of time on
PAI-1 activity. Post hoc analysis revealed that PAI-1 activity
was significantly lower both immediately postfirefighting
and 2 h postfirefighting than prefirefighting (P = 0.027 and
P = 0.020, respectively). PAI-1 antigen did not differ significantly
between pre- and immediately postfirefighting but was significantly lower 2 h 
postfirefighting than prefirefighting
(P<0.05). When PAI-1 antigen levels were corrected
for changes in plasma volume, there was no significant
time effect.
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TF, uncorrected for changes in plasma volume, was significantly increased 
immediately postfirefighting compared with 2 h postfirefighting (P = 0.018). However, 
when corrected for changes in plasma volume, TF did not vary significantly with time,
suggesting that hemoconcentration was primarily responsible for this change.

FVIII increased significantly immediately postfirefighting (P<0.001) and remained 
elevated at 2 h postfirefighting (P = 0.002). AT-III did not change significantly
over time (P = 0.055), although there was a strong trend for AT-III to be higher after 
firefighting and in the recovery period.

aPTT decreased significantly immediately postfirefighting (P = 0.025) and remained 
significantly below baseline at 2 h postfirefighting (P = 0.032,
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Factor VIII increases post-fire fighting and remain elevated at 120 minutes into 
recovery, but Fibrinolytic variables that increase post-fire fighting return to near 
baseline levels after 120 minutes of recovery, suggesting a potentially 
hypercoagulable state in the hours after fire fighting.
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NFPA 1582.
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“I’m not talking about Steven Tyler and lead guitarist Joe Perry of Aerosmith.”

<wait for audience to laugh, or not>
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Relate personal anecdotes of headache after fire fighting. Often ignored!

How many trapped/lost LODD’s were due to “loss of judgment”? Could CN/CO 
exposure be the causal factor?
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5 g infused over 15 minutes (15 mL/min) for the loading dose. A second 5 g infusion 
over 15 minutes – 2 hours may be indicated.

http://millhillavecommand.blogspot.com/2014/04/cyanokit-whats-evidence-part-
1.html
http://millhillavecommand.blogspot.com/2014/04/part-2-different-edit.html
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The definitive answer on Cyanokit in downed firefighters is not known. Best available 
evidence says you should consider it, if you have a strong suspicion of cyanide 
exposure. Just giving it to give it may not be safe.

Have discussion between key stakeholders (fire, EMS, hospital) as to the best 
approach to managing suspected CN exposures: EMS carrying on all units, supervisor 
units only, hospital only?
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Reference Houston Southwestern Inn LODD report.

http://cdn.christopherwatford.com/emtoday2014/TX-Houston-SW-Inn-final-
report.pdf
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HHIFR Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfTP6fDP_dI
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Video URL TBD.

Coming soon: http://www.fd-cpr.org
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Treatment order: CPR, H’s & T’s.

Use likely etiology to prioritize H’s & T’s treatments.
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